As different parts of a protein chain approach one another during folding, they are expected to encounter desolvation barriers before optimal packing is achieved. This impediment originates from the water molecule's finite size, which entails a net energetic cost for water exclusion when the formation of compensating close intraprotein contacts is not yet complete. Based on recent advances, we extend our exploration of these microscopic elementary desolvation barriers' roles in the emergence of generic properties of protein folding. Using continuum Gō-like C α chain models of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) and barnase as examples, we underscore that elementary desolvation barriers between a protein's constituent groups can significantly reduce native conformational fluctuations relative to model predictions that neglected these barriers. An increasing height of elementary desolvation barriers leads to thermodynamically more cooperative folding/unfolding transitions (i.e., higher overall empirical folding barriers) and higher degrees of kinetic cooperativity as manifested by more linear rate-stability relationships under constant temperature. Applying a spatially non-uniform thermodynamic parametrization we recently introduced for the pairwise C α potentials of mean force, the present barnase model further illustrates that desolvation is a probable physical underpinning for the experimentally observed high intrinsic enthalpic folding barrier under isostability conditions.
Introduction
Many proteins of biological interest fold in aqueous environments. Major driving forces for protein foldinghydrophobicity, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding-are solvent-mediated. An elucidation of the role of water is key to any fundamental understanding of the folding process. As far as theory and computer simulation are concerned, it has long been recognized that a more realistic account of the finite size and hydrogen-bonding geometry of water molecules is of critical importance. When 'explicit-water' simulations of a globular protein immersed in a large number of atomistic model water molecules became computationally viable, they were found to produce more realistic vibrational amplitudes and hydrogen-bonding patterns [1] than that predicted previously by simulations in vacuo [2] (see [3] for a review). Nonetheless, since explicitwater simulations of protein dynamics are computationally intensive, implicit-water or 'implicit-solvent' models that are computationally less costly have also been developed to account for solvation effects. These models do not consider individual water molecules. Instead, various approximate ) between a pair of methane-like Lennard-Jones spheres separated by distance r (inÅ), simulated by Shimizu and Chan [18] using the TIP4P model of water at temperature 298.15 K under 1 atm. The desolvation barrier for this case is at r ≈ 5.7Å. (b) A pairwise implicit-solvent model interaction potential with desolvation barrier, using the original prescription of Cheung et al [21] and the subsequent 'with-solvation' model formulation of Kaya and Chan [24] . Here, is the depth of the contact minimum (cm), whereas db and ssm are, respectively, the desolvation barrier (db) height and solvent-separated minimum (ssm) depth. We have used db = 5 /9 and ssm = /3 for the example shown. The diagrams illustrate typical cm, db and ssm configurations [19] , where water molecules are depicted by dashed circles and amino acid residues are represented by solid circles (drawings adapted from Liu and Chan [31] ). (c) An earlier square-well model pairwise interaction potential with a square-shoulder desolvation barrier, adapted from Hillson et al [20] . (d) A model pairwise interaction potential introduced by Karanicolas and Brooks [23] with desolvation penalty (their equation (1) is applied using ij = 1 and σ = 4 for the present depiction).
continuum treatments for the aqueous solvent are used [4] [5] [6] [7] . Results obtained from implicit-solvent models and from explicit-solvent simulations do not always agree, however. There are explicit-water-induced effects that are notably not captured by certain implicit-solvent approaches, such as a possible mechanism for concurrent core collapse and desolvation during protein folding [8, 9] as highlighted by a recent comprehensive simulation study [10] . In other words, how solvation is modeled has an significant impact on the topography of the protein folding energy landscape [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
A salient effect of desolvation may be illustrated by considering a pair of small nonpolar solutes in water ( figure 1(a) ). Before a close contact between the solutes can be formed, finite-sized water molecules have to be first excluded from the space between the two solutes. This necessitates a decrease in favorable water-solute interactions as the solutes approach each other, a loss that is to be compensated by solute-solute interaction only when a closer association between the solutes is achieved. Hence, there is an energetic barrier to contact formation (i.e., a barrier to desolvation), as reflected in the solute pair's potential of mean force [16] [17] [18] [19] . Physically, it is intuitive to expect that a similar transient energetic cost to apply as well, if not more so, to the process of squeezing water out from the protein interior as the core of a globular protein is formed [8, 9, 17] . Ramifications of this basic energetic consideration for protein folding have been explored computationally in the context of implicitsolvent approaches by incorporating elementary desolvation barriers in the pairwise effective interaction potentials between different parts of a protein [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . An advantage of these models is their computational tractability. They are valuable for conceptual development because many critical questions in protein thermodynamics and kinetics [27] cannot yet be addressed by models with full atomic details. It is particularly instructive to compare these models and other implicit-solvent models that do not embody elementary desolvation barriers, such as the volume-exclusion formulation for solvation in the original version of the effective force field EEF1 [5] and common approaches based on solvent accessible surface area (SASA) [18, 28] . For instance, desolvation barriers tend to endow protein models with a higher degree of thermodynamic cooperativity (as manifested by a sharper heat capacity peak at the folding/unfolding transition midpoint) than their nodesolvation-barrier counterparts [21, 24, 29] , and thus provide a better mimicry for the behavior of many small, single-domain proteins [27] .
More recently, the height of the pairwise desolvation barriers in these models have also been suggested to correlate significantly with kinetic cooperativity, as characterized by an extended quasi-linear regime in the chevron plot of constant-temperature folding and unfolding rates versus denaturant concentration [29] . This possibility underscores the importance of desolvation in the physics of folding because kinetic cooperativity was not an achievable feat to date for lattice [30] or coarse-grained C α Gō models with essentially pairwise additive interactions devoid of desolvation barriers [24] . Furthermore, desolvation barriers provide a promising physical framework to rationalize the high intrinsic enthalpic signatures of 15-40 kcal mol −1 [31] observed experimentally for the empirical barriers to folding under isostability conditions [32, 33] . Remarkably, these high intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers exist not only for single-domain 'two-state' proteins [34, 35] , but apply to certain 'non-two-state' proteins with chevron rollovers as well [29, 31, 36] . The apparent generality of this phenomenon is not inconsistent with our perspective that high intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers are likely a consequence of certain generic desolvation mechanisms. Building on these advances, this paper explores further the impact of solvation/desolvation effects on protein conformational distribution and fluctuation, particularly their role in folding cooperativity. We assess the robustness of some of our findings by comparing new simulation results from a coarse-grained model of barnase with our previous results for CI2. Certain useful technical details not covered in prior publications will also be provided.
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Methods
Native-centric Gō-like constructs
The present study employs a coarse-grained simplified chain representation [37] [38] [39] and a native-centric approach. Despite their basic limitations [24, 40] , native-centric Gō-like models have provided valuable insights-currently not accessible by other approaches-into the thermodynamics and kinetics of protein folding [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] as well as native-state dynamics [52, 53] . As in our recent works [24, 29, 31] , we consider the following potential [44, 45] with a C α chain representation and favorable pairwise native-centric interactions:
where N is the total number of amino acid residues in the given protein, r, θ and φ are, respectively, the virtual bond length, bond angle and torsion angles defined by C α positions; r 0 , θ 0 and φ 0 are the corresponding native values in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) structure. The spatial distance r ij is that between two C α positions i and j separated sequentially by at least three residues. If residues i and j are in contact in the native structure, r n ij is the corresponding native C α -C α distance in the PDB structure (second last summation). Otherwise, excluded-volume repulsion for nonnative contacts is parametrized by r rep (last summation). Here, the pairwise native-centric interaction U r ij ; r n ij , , db , ssm is a function of the strength of the most favorable interaction at contact (depth of the contact minimum), the desolvation barrier height db and the depth ssm of the solvent-separated minimum (see figure 1(b) and detailed description below). To illustrate the diversity of modeling possibilities in this general approach, two other examples of implicit-solvent potentials with desolvation barriers are depicted in figures 1(c) and (d).
Desolvation potentials
In this paper, we use only the potential function in figure 1(b) . This functional form is essentially identical to that introduced by Cheung et al [21] . Setting the native contact distance r n ij equal to the contact-minimum (cm) separation of this potential and dropping the ij subscript in r ij for notational simplicity (i.e., r ij → r, r n ij → r n = r cm ), the native-centric pairwise interaction U in the above equation for V total is given by
where
Here, r ssm = r cm + 3Å, following from the consideration that r ssm − r cm = 3Å which corresponds approximately to the diameter of a water molecule, and r db = (r ssm + r cm )/2, as in the original [21] . We use k = 6, m = 3 and n = 2 as in our previous studies [24, 29, 31] 10 . However, the effect is negligible for such a minor variation in the strongly repulsive regime of the potential.
The interaction strength here has the same meaning as that in [21] , whereas the present variables db , ssm , r cm , r db and r ssm correspond, respectively, to the variables , , r , r † and r in Cheung et al. Two apparent typographical errors in this original [21] should be corrected. First, in the expression for C, the exponent in the denominator should be 4n (as in the above equation), not 2n as given by Cheung et al [21] . Second, the expression ( + )/( − ) in the caption for figure 1 in [21] should read ( + )/( − ) [29] .
Langevin dynamics
The dynamics of our model system is simulated using a set of Langevin equations [54] ,
where m, v,v, F conf , γ , η and t are, respectively, mass, velocity, acceleration, conformational force, friction (viscosity) constant, random force and time; F conf is the negative gradient of V total with respect to the coordinate for the given spatial direction. The random force satisfies the autocorrelation function
where k B T is Boltzmann constant times absolute temperature.
As described in detail elsewhere [24] , for simplicity, units are chosen such that m = 1 and k B = 1, as in [54] . Simulation times are reported in units of Langevin time steps.
We also use the same Langevin dynamics for thermodynamic conformational sampling, in conjunction with standard histogram techniques and bias potentials as appropriate.
Results and discussion
Solvation/desolvation barriers reduce native flexibility
We apply the above model formulation to the 64-residue truncated form of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2; residues . Free-energy profiles for CI2 (upper panels) and barnase (lower panels) in the without-solvation (left panels) and with-solvation (right panels) models. The progress variable Q here is the fractional number of native contacts, and
is the normalized population distribution as a function of Q, and the definition of Q in the simulation is identical to that in our group's previous work [24] . For CI2, we use the native contact set NCS2 [24] . For barnase, the native contact set is determined by the criterion of Chavez et al [50] : two residues are considered to be in contact if at least a pair of their heavy atoms are less than 4.5Å apart in the Protein Data Bank 20-83 of 2CI2) and a slightly truncated 108-residue form of barnase (residues 3-110 of 1BNI:A). To better delineate the role of the pairwise desolvation barriers, we compare the simulated free-energy profiles from these 'with-solvation' models with those generated from the corresponding 'withoutsolvation' models (figure 2). The 'without-solvation' formulation here is based on a native-centric 12-10 interaction that does not include a desolvation barrier, as described before [24] . Figure 2 shows that, even by incorporating a relative low pairwise desolvation barrier ( db = 0.1 ), the with-solvation models achieve considerably higher overall free-energy barriers (figures 2(b) and (d)) than their withoutsolvation counterparts (figures 2(a) and (c)). The increase in Q-based folding barrier height is ≈6k B T for both the CI2 and barnase models. Interestingly, the desolvation barriers also shift the overall free-energy barrier peaks toward the native state, from Q ≈ 0.5 to Q ≈ 0.7 for these cases. In this connection, it is noteworthy that in contrast to the earlier simulation of Clementi et al using a different native contact set (figure 5 of [44] ), the present without-solvation free-energy profile for barnase (figure 2(c)) exhibits only a single peak and no folding intermediate on the Q-based profile 2 . This suggests that caution should be used when interpreting detailed predictions from Gō-like models, as they can be sensitive to subtleties in model construction [24] .
A conspicuous feature exhibited by the comparison in figure 2 is that the native free-energy minima are at Q ≈ 1 for the with-solvation models (figures 2(b) and (d)), but are less similar to the PDB structures, at Q ≈ 0.85, for the corresponding without-solvation models (figures 2(a) and (c)). The conformational drawings in figure 2 and the root-mean-square deviations from the PDB structures described in the caption of this figure further underscore this fundamental difference. Clearly, the presence of a desolvation barrier significantly shortens the spatial range of the attractive basin associated with the contact minimum, rendering the native conformations less free to fluctuate, and therefore less flexible, than that for the hypothetical situation in which the desolvation barrier is non-existent. Inasmuch as modeling is concerned, merely reducing the spatial range of the native-centric attractive interactions without introducing a desolvation barrier can achieve a similar effect, though to a lesser degree (e.g., in the short-spatialrange 'SSR' models [24] ). Physically, however, the existence of solvation/desolvation barriers appear to be the most natural candidate for the origin of restricted spatial ranges for certain favorable intraprotein interactions.
Desolvation barriers enhance thermodynamic cooperativity
To further explore the effect of elementary desolvation barriers on the overall thermodynamic cooperativity, figure 3 compares the temperature dependence of heat capacity of three models with different pairwise desolvation barrier heights. We first evaluate these models using the calorimetric criterion for two-state cooperativity, that the van't Hoff to calorimetric enthalpy ratio H vH / H cal should be approximately unity [55] . As has been recently elucidated [27] , with a proper choice of calorimetric baselines, this criterion implies a bimodal distribution in enthalpy with well-separated double peaks at the folding/unfolding transition midpoint (see [56, 57] and references therein), although this feature does not imply a complete absence of conformations with intermediate enthalpies [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . The calorimetric two-state criterion has been demonstrated to be a rather stringent modeling constraint, because not all commonly studied protein chain models satisfy this seemingly mundane requirement [27, 63, 64] . Here, we apply the enthalpy ratio definition . The corresponding pairwise interaction potentials U(r) of the native-centric C α models are shown in the inset. Note that the last prescription (blue U(r) curve, inset) for the pairwise interaction is identical to that of Cheung et al [21] , and the present red heat capacity curve is an enhanced and corrected [29] version of curve (v) in figure 5 of Kaya and Chan [24] . The heat capacity functions here are computed from densities of states for V total using bias potentials and standard histogram techniques.
where C (s) P ,max and H (s) cal are the peak heat capacity value and calorimetric enthalpy, respectively, after empirical baseline subtractions and T max is the temperature at the heat capacity peak [57] . This analysis yielded κ (s) s ≈ 1.00 for all three models, indicating that the models are calorimetrically cooperative. This result is not surprising, as even the corresponding Gō-like models without desolvation barriers are in compliance with this calorimetric criterion [24] .
Although all three models in figure 3 satisfy the calorimetric two-state criterion, the sharpness of their transition is obviously correlated with the height of the pairwise desolvation barrier. As the desolvation barrier height increases from /10 to /5 then 5 /9, the peak heat capacity value increases, and the model becomes slightly less stable (transition midpoint shifts slightly to lower temperatures). Concomitantly, the temperature width of the transition region narrows, with the full width at half maximum decreasing from T ≈ 0.021 to 0.020 then 0.018. Although a sharp transition does not necessarily imply that the transition is calorimetrically cooperative [57, 65] , given that the underlying transitions are calorimetrically cooperative as for the models in figure 3 , sharpness may be used to further quantitate their different degrees of cooperativity. The cooperativity parameter c of Klimov and Thirumalai [66] [67] [68] , which is essentially a sharpness measure, is useful in this regard. In the notation of [67] ,
where f N is a measure of fractional native population, T is the full width at half maximum of |df N /dT | and T F is the folding transition temperature identified with the maximum in (8) may then be defined by the heat capacity related quantities in equation (6) . Using this expression, c is computed to be ≈1620, 1750 and 2030, respectively, for db = /10, /5 and 5 /9. Thus, when measured in terms of transition sharpness, the thermodynamic cooperativity of these calorimetrically two-state models do increase with elementary pairwise desolvation barrier height.
Kinetic cooperativity correlates with desolvation barrier height
Next we use the same three models in figure 3 to study the relationship between desolvation barrier height and kinetic cooperativity. The upper panels of figure 4 show the models' Q-based free-energy profiles. Expectedly, and consistent with figure 3 , the overall free-energy barrier at Q ≈ 0.65 for these CI2 models becomes higher with increasing height of the underlying elementary pairwise desolvation barrier. The lower panels of figure 4 show the corresponding model chevron plots. As we have recently suggested [29] , the more extensive kinetic simulation data displayed here demonstrate clearly that the quasi-linear regime of the folding chevron arm covers an increasing range of native stability as the pairwise desolvation barrier height db of the model is increased. Since the models' thermodynamic cooperativity by a sharpness measure also increases with db (figure 3), this result from figure 4 adds further substance to the proposal that folding/unfolding kinetic cooperativity is correlated with thermodynamic cooperativity [69] .
Kinetic folding/unfolding cooperativity is a non-trivial modeling constraint, as many common protein chain models fall short of predicting this phenomenon [27] . Kinetic cooperativity appears also to have been an evolved property for certain proteins, as it is not straightforward to design polypeptides with the high degrees of kinetic cooperativity that are routinely observed among many real proteins [70] . Figure 4 shows that for db = /10, /5 and 5 /9, respectively, the quasi-linear chevron regime extends to native stabilities of G f ≈ −6, −8 and −11k B T . It is noteworthy here that for the db = 5 /9 case, the native stability range of the quasi-linear chevron regime is comparable to the zerodenaturant native stability of ≈10k B T for many small, singledomain proteins at room temperature. As well, the good match between the logarithmic mean first passage times (mean FPTs, or MFPTs) and the corresponding values of logarithmic (median FPT)/ln 2 in the lower panels of figure 4 is consistent with an essentially single-exponential kinetic relaxation [71] , as is often determined experimentally for linear chevrons. Taken together, these model results offer a physical perspective to rationalize the experimentally observed linear [29] . chevron behavior of many real, small, single-domain proteins [69] . Figure 5 shows that the folding rates at the transition midpoints of this model correlate very well with an overall free-energy barrier ' G ‡ ', a quantity we have empirically and rather simplistically defined (hence the quotation marks) as the difference between the −ln P (Q) peak at intermediate Q and the −ln P (Q) value of the denatured minimum at low Q in the upper panels of figure 4 (see illustration in figure 4(a) ). The fitted line in figure 5 has a slope of −1.16, which is very close to the ideal value of −1.0 when the folding rates of these models are described by a transition state theory expression with an identical pre-exponential 'front' factor F for all three models and ' G ‡ ' = G ‡ . Our previous investigations have indicated that front factors defined empirically in a similar manner are in general not constants, but rather sensitive to native stability [24, 29, 72] . In this context, it is interesting that when native stability is now held fixed at zero (under transition midpoint conditions), F exhibits only a minimal decrease (fitted line with a slope of −1.16 instead of −1.0), if any, with increasing elementary pairwise desolvation barrier height. In other words, within the range of db considered, there is little dependence of the effective front factor on db . Moreover, the upper panels of figure 4 indicate that the Q-position of the transition-state-like peak along the Q-based free-energy profile is essentially constant over the range of db investigated. It is important to realize, however, that this set of simple regular behaviors is restricted only to a stability regime at or very close to the transition midpoint; thus figure 5 does not imply that equation (9) with a constant F is generally applicable to a broad range of stabilities in the present models.
Desolvation barriers rationalize intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers
Owing to the intuitive insights they provide, empirical folding barriers and transition states-akin to those in the theoretical constructs of figures 2 and 4-have long been a staple in the protein folding literature [73] [74] [75] . In these interpretative frameworks, barrier properties are of interest because they offer clues for deciphering folding energetics. Barrier properties are determined by rate measurements. In particular, the thermodynamic signatures-free energy, enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity-of folding barriers are deduced from the temperature dependence of folding rates. These rates are generally non-Arrhenius, i.e., the logarithmic folding rate varies nonlinearly with 1/T . This observation is often cast in terms of heat capacities of the folding transition states [76] [77] [78] . However, when both temperature T and denaturant concentration [d] are adjusted to maintain constant native stability (isostability condition, G f /T = constant), the logarithmic folding rate was found to depend S80 linearly and rather strongly on 1/T along constant G f /T contours for several apparent two-state proteins [32, 33] . As we have pointed out, this pattern of experimental behavior is remarkable and deserves theoretical attention, especially the question as to why the intrinsic enthalpic barriers for isostability folding are so high [29, 31] .
Prompted by these considerations, we have recently proposed the general relation
as an approximate expression for the combined temperature and denaturant dependence of folding rate, where the function F is protein dependent. Based on available direct experimental measurements on several apparent two-state proteins [32, 33] , here the intrinsic enthalpic folding barrier H ‡ i is taken, as a first approximation, to be a constant (independent of G f /T ) for a given protein, but may differ for different proteins [29, 31] . (Note that units are chosen in the above equation such that k B = 1, as for the rest of this paper.) In general, however, the possibility that H ‡ i may depend on G f /T cannot be precluded (see below). Now, assuming H ‡ i is constant, it follows from equation (10) that, for a given protein, the difference under isostability conditions between logarithmic temperature-dependent rate ln
which is linear in 1/T with slope = − H ‡ i . Equation (11) forms the basis of our proposed Eyring-chevron analysis, a method designed to assess the validity of equation (10) [31] . A noteworthy outcome of this exercise is that the intrinsic enthalpic folding barrier paradigm appears to apply as well to several 'non-two-state' proteins (with chevron rollovers) including barnase [29] .
To provide a plausible physical account of this behavior and to overcome unsatisfactory aspects in earlier lattice-model rationalizations [13, 36, 69] , we have recently introduced a particular functional form for the native-centric pairwise potential U r ij ; r n ij , , db , ssm (cf equation (1)) in which the desolvation barrier height db is kept constant and does not scale with (see [31] for details). In contrast to the db ∝ models that do not produce a nonzero H ‡ i [29] , this formulation led to appreciable intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers when applied to with-solvation models of CI2 [31] . The physical basis of the particular postulated form of U in [31] remains to be elucidated. In any event, U should be considered as a 'renormalized' pairwise potential that implicitly involves many-body effects [83] . Nonetheless, as indicated by explicitwater simulations, it is not at all surprising that the functional form of a potential of mean force (free energy of association) can differ significantly from the spatial dependence of other thermodynamic signatures [19] .
Here, we apply the constant-db formulation in [31] to barnase. Similar to the previous CI2 case, the formulation produces an effective H ‡ i > 0 for the Eyring-chevron comparison equation (11) . Specifically, figure 6(c) shows a slope ≈ − 1.8 for the ln k f versus 1/T plot. This slope can be somewhat more negative if only low-stability datapoints (with smaller 1/T ) are considered. But in any case, the slope for barnase is considerably lower in magnitude than the ≈−4.9 slope for the CI2 model that was based on the same U with an identical db . The underlying reason for this substantial difference remains to be explored.
The slope estimated from figure 6(c) suggests H ‡ i ≈ 1.8k B T for the present barnase model. This is much lower than the experimental value of ≈30 kcal mol −1 ≈ 50k B T (at T = 298 K) for this protein [29] . Nonetheless, relative to the individual desolvation barrier height db = 0.09 in this model, the slope ≈ − 1.8 in figure 6 (c) already represents a 20-fold magnification in impact on the overall Eyringchevron behavior. In this sense, the present barnase model is successful in further demonstrating the principle that low elementary pairwise enthalpic desolvation barriers can act cooperatively to achieve a higher overall empirical enthalpic barrier to folding. As for a possible resolution of the significant numerical discrepancy between the experimentally deduced high H ‡ i and the low effective H ‡ i obtained from the present model, several factors should be taken into account as we have discussed before, including considerations of entropyenthalpy compensation during the desolvation process and the adoption of a higher value of db for the pairwise desolvation barrier in the model [31] . These issues require further analyses. It should also be noted that the Eyring-chevron analysis is formulated to compare only two folding rates for each G f value. As a result, this analysis alone cannot ascertain whether H ‡ i is essentially a constant for the entire native stability regime of interest, as assumed, or H ‡ i is sensitive to native stability, i.e., [31] . Aspects of this question are briefly addressed below. Figure 7 considers the effects of pairwise desolvation barrier height on folding rate when native stability is held approximately constant at various levels. Folding rates on each fitted straight line are simulated with different db but with the same /T . This means that G f /T is approximately constant along each fitted line because native stability depends only weakly on db (cf figure 3) . The linear fits in figure 7 indicates that the scaling relation
Interplay of desolvation barrier height and native stability
holds to a very good approximation, with β corresponding to the magnitude of the negative slopes of the fitted lines.
As we have discussed [31] , β may be roughly interpreted as an enhancement factor accounting for the number of pairwise desolvation barriers that have to be simultaneously (cooperatively) overcome at the rate-limiting step of folding. This enhancement factor decreases with increasing level of native stability (figure 7, inset). Physically, this result is not surprising. In the presence of elementary desolvation barriers, a single isolated native contact tends not to be particularly favorable because such a configuration may most likely be 'frustrated' in that residues neighboring the contact pair would then be constrained into unfavorable relative positions coinciding with their desolvation barriers [31] . This is the basic reason for the enhanced degrees of cooperativity of the with-solvation models relative to the without-solvation models, because the above energetic consideration implies that neighboring native contacts would tend to form at the same time or not at all in the with-solvation formulations. However, this consideration clearly hinges on the strength of the favorable interaction at contact minimum vis-à-vis that of the unfavorable interaction at the desolvation barrier. Therefore, when native stability becomes higher (more negative G f /T ) as a result of an increasing magnitude of relative to that of db , the cooperativity-enhancing effects of the desolvation barrier is expected to be mitigated. The results in figure 7 are consistent with this analysis. Figure 8 addresses the degree to which the present versions of our model formulation are sufficient for fully mimicking the intrinsic enthalpic folding barrier phenomenon by producing an essentially constant H ‡ i over a native stability regime comparable to that of real proteins. Three G f values covering the typical native stability range of small proteins are considered, and two different values of db are used to probe the effects of pairwise desolvation barrier height. Figure 8 shows that H ‡ i is not a constant for these models, as the slope of the logarithmic folding rate ln k f under isostability condition versus 1/T depends on native stability, i.e., H ‡ Thus, in conjunction with the results in figure 7 , the results in figure 8 indicate that although the present formulation of our model is sufficient to produce intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers (figure 6(c) above and [31] ), it is not sufficiently cooperative to give rise to an essentially constant H ‡ i over an extended range of G f . Further investigations will be necessary to resolve this mismatch. Nonetheless, at the same time, it would be interesting to investigate whether the H ‡ i → H ‡ i ( G f /T ) phenomenon has its experimental counterparts, especially for proteins with less cooperative folding/unfolding transitions.
Conclusion and outlook
Through model construction and analysis, we have demonstrated the critical roles of solvation/desolvation barriers in the high degrees of thermodynamic and kinetic cooperativity as well as the high intrinsic enthalpic folding barriers that have been experimentally observed for many small proteins. Thus, our investigation suggests that, for certain applications of implicit-solvent models to protein folding and dynamics, the effects of desolvation barriers are essential to incorporate. In addition to documenting the successes of our approach in capturing several generic protein folding properties, deficiencies in our models are also identified. In particular, further work would be required to quantitatively capture the remarkably high H ‡ i values of real proteins. Ultimately, it goes without saying that the crucial physical question needed to be addressed for any simplified chain model that appears to reproduce generic protein properties is how the postulated interactions in the model might have arisen atomistically.
